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A system of two-dimensional graphic representations of the studied celestial body dynamics is presented. A technology is developed for analysing computer simulation data on disintegration of a particular celestial body within the given time intervals of Keplerian orbits.
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Recent achievements in modern astronomy assume ever greater practical importance. This process, on the one hand, is stimulated by fast development of computer techniques, applied mathematics and computer technologies and, on the other hand, by space exploration and development of long-term missions for practical studies of celestial objects in near and far space. Information on space contamination by small natural bodies, their disintegration products and the evolution of these object trajectories is urgent to determine the best time intervals for laying out mission courses in the safest space regions.

Theoretical studies as well as observational results show the reality of the concept of continuous formation of the interplanetary complex of small bodies. Here mathematical simulation of the dynamics of celestial–mechanical systems, data processing and presentation acquire great significance.

Computer simulation of the Solar System small-body disintegration at any orbital point of a studied object during its long-term existence gives rise to a large body of information which require careful consideration, processing and understanding. When analysing results from various indices, data systematization and transformation with subsequent graphic representation are prominent (Tischenko, 2001).

Universal program packages of the Microsoft Excel type (Koh, 1994) do not provide for processing such bodies of information in reasonable time intervals. Data for plotting are selected manually. This process is strongly influenced by the human factor, which in monotonic operations leads to hardly revealed errors that distort the form of graphs. In visual data processing it is convenient to use several graphs of various parameters, the values of which may
differ by some orders of magnitude. In this case it is desirable to plot on the same axes and to have maximum and minimum numerical parameter values. When using Excel for a particular image form, the scales on the ordinate will be similar for all plots. The values of any parameter are to be scaled manually in order to arrange the curves over the whole plot area.

The possible solution is development of computer technologies together with application of available standard software and its adaptation to the specific requirements of a problem to be solved.

The presented paper describes a system of two-dimensional representation of the studied celestial object dynamics by means of a suitable user interface. The technology has been developed for analysing the results of computer simulation of disintegration of a particular celestial natural object within given time and space intervals presented as tables in text files.

The problem statement, solving algorithm and peculiarities of software realization have been described in detail (Kulikova et al., 1993). The paper seeks to establish the fragment scatter in parent-body disintegration and to determine the space regions most contaminated by these fragments. Deviations of the Keplerian orbital elements of ejected fragments from the orbit of a particular small body are taken as the principal output parameters.

Figure 1 shows the simulation input and output data of small-body disintegration. The input and output data are as follows: \( U \) is the true anomaly in degrees; \( i \) is the number of substance ejection rate subintervals; \( a, e, i, \Omega \) and \( \omega \) are the primary orbital parameters; deviations in the fragment orbital elements from the parent body are \( \delta a \) for the orbital semimajor axis \( a \) (AU), \( \delta e \) for eccentricity \( e \), \( \delta i \) for the ecliptic inclination angle \( i \) (rad), \( \delta \Omega \) for the longitude of the

FIGURE 1 Input data and results obtained with the program realizing this algorithm. The symbols on screen correspond to the parameters defined in the text as follows: \( U, U_i, I_i, DA, \delta a; DPB(i), \delta P(i); DP(i), \delta p(i); DE(i), \delta e(i); DU(i), \delta U(i); DI(i), \delta i(i); BOM(i), \delta \Omega(i); DOM(i), \delta \omega(i); VK, V_{kg}. \)
ascending node (rad) and $\delta \omega$ for the angle distance (rad); $\delta P$ is the revolution period variation; $\delta p$ is the orbital parameter variation; $V_K$ is the comet velocity (km s$^{-1}$). When analysing deviations of fragment orbital elements from the corresponding parent-body orbital parameter values, the data samples for maximum and minimum scatter on each orbital element and corresponding values of substance ejection rates have been used. To this end, the ‘min–max’ utility was developed; the results of its application are presented in Figure 2.

Using the data given in the tables in Figures 1 and 2, it is possible to plot diagrams of the type shown in Figure 3. The dynamic evolution of a celestial body trajectory can be traced from computer simulation; in this case, the plots of each orbital element are compared for the various appearances of a studied object using data samples from a set of files containing information about object disintegration every time that it appears. These analysed data allow us to make definite conclusions on the orbit evolution of a given object within long time intervals.

A visualization system of simulation results allows the necessary data sampling to be made by programming. It is necessary to select the required parameter for a given file and a program will automatically introduce data into a new table, which is later converted to MS Excel where diagrams are plotted on the basis of this table. To complete the table containing data of several files, they are processed in turn and the results obtained are added to the summary table. A program is controlled with the menu shown in Figure 4.

A new table is formed as follows. Initially, the first file corresponding to the required year of object appearance is opened and the line and the column characterizing the parameter are chosen. A button ‘Add’ is pressed. A line appears in the new table and the year of comet appearance and the range of true anomaly $U$ variations is considered as this line parameter. By repeating these operations for each file, it is possible to obtain a summary table with the required data. When the button ‘Export’ is pressed, this table is transferred to MS Excel where it can be edited and plotted. The table can be edited within a program; however, here this
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**FIGURE 2** Output file fragment of the ‘min–max’ utility. The symbols on screen correspond to the parameters defined in the text as follows: DA, $\delta a$; DP, $\delta p$; DE, $\delta e$; DI, $\delta i$; DDOM, $\delta \omega$; DBOM, $\delta \Omega$; U, $U$. Max$_{DF}$ and min$_{DF}$ are the maximum and minimum deviation values of the corresponding parameters; $V_{max}$ and $V_{min}$ are the numbers of ejection velocity subintervals for the maximum and minimum deviation values of the corresponding parameters; $F + max$ and $F – max$ are the orbital element values plus or minus the maximum deviation values for the corresponding parameters; $F + min$ and $F – min$ are the orbital element values plus or minus the minimum deviation values for the corresponding parameters.
FIGURE 3  Variation range of the semimajor axis and disintegration fragments of Halley’s comet in 1007 and 1066.

FIGURE 4  A visualization system window of simulation results.
FIGURE 5  An example of twofold plot compression in width.
process is limited as initially a visualization system was not intended for it. By editing we mean the following: change in the line name of a new table, deletion of unnecessary lines or clearing the whole table. The $U$ range can be viewed with the help of an indicator placed at the bottom of the window. The button ‘Print’ allows us to obtain different plots, that is combined in one sheet on axis compressed, with no scale grid indicated and also to write figure legends. Some plot versions are shown in Figure 5 and 6.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that at this stage the following problems of two-dimensional visualization have been realized:

(i) visual representation of the original table;
(ii) Cartesian system plotting from the chosen screen data without any routine transformation process of text file elements;
(iii) plot overlapping in various combinations (one or two plots are located in a standard sheet with or without superposition using one or several scale grids) with possible axis compression;
(iv) plot presentation for scientific papers and reports.

A complex is realized with the Win32 platform using the Delphi 5.0 medium and can be used for analysing table data with a subsequent plot presentation for reports.

Further development of a technology for three-dimensional visualization of computer simulation results is intended.
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